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Every year in WA, thousands of people are impacted
by road crashes. The result of a crash can have a
devastating impact on those directly affected as well
as those around them.
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We provide free counselling, information and support
to those who have been involved in and/or injured in
a crash. This includes families, friends, carers, those
who have witnessed or been first on the scene, first
responders and those who may have caused a road
crash to occur.
We have specialised counsellors offering free face
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outside the metropolitan area or who may have
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We wish you all a safe and enjoyable holiday
season and a prosperous new year.
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If you or someone you know is in
need of support, call 1300 004 814
or email admin@rtswa.org.au

SALES AND SERVICE CENTRE
www.bunburytrucks.com.au

Bunbury Trucks is the south west’s newest and
largest multi-franchised truck dealership. We are
the authorised Sales, Service and Parts dealer
for Hino, Mercedes Benz, Freightliner, Fuso and
a range of Trucks and Buses. We also stock the
An Australian icon for 60 years.
south west’s largest range of Quality Used Trucks.
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Proudly
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Western Australia.
ONE-STOP-SHOP
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IN THE SOUTH WEST
Proudly servicing Western Australia.

(08) 9796 8888
1 Olive Ct,
Bunbury WA 6230
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DUE TO COVID TWU FEES
TO REMAIN THE SAME

We are pleased to bring you our services for 2021 with no additional price
increase and look forward to your continuing support of your mighty TWU!!
2020 has been a year like no other. No
other year I have experienced in my
lifetime anyways.
The global pandemic has presented
challenging situations for everyone:
-

-

-

-

Our members in retail who
initially handled the panic buying
were flat out with too much work,
Our bus drivers were on the
frontline, exposed to the virus,
ferrying the public to their
destinations. Bus drivers even
handled a lot of the cruise ship
passengers, ferrying them from
the port to the airport
Aviation workers, again on the
frontline of customer services,
exposing themselves to the virus
in their workplaces, unsure of
the true risks. And when the
decimation of an entire industry
grounded to a halt had no thanks,
no recognition and are still
coming to grips with an industry
at its knees.
Long-haul truck drivers
whether it was across states
or across the vastness of WA,
mining was able to continue,
essential medicine supplies did
not stop, grocery stores were
still stocked, and it was all on
the back of the truck drivers of
Australia.
Couriers, at the height of the
lockdown delivering essential
items to continue business as
usual, online shopping, groceries,
and technology

-

-

-

Uber eats and food delivery
services, bringing people food
and keeping people home at the
height of the lock down
Waste collectors, companies
reporting a surge in revenue with
more West Aussies touring their
own backyard, meant more waste
to be picked up, which meant
more contracts and more jobs in
this industry
Security guards and Cash-ntransit should not be overlooked
either; we have suffered a people
to people transmission-able
virus and these members have
been on the forefront of the war
against a cashless society and
handling hardened criminals.

transport are put first, your TWU
membership fees will remain the same
as last year.
We are pleased to bring you our services
for 2021 with no additional price
increase.
We look forward to your support in the
new year and in return we will offer
the support and campaigning power to
ensure your workplace is held to account
for the work you do.
We will always be here for when you
need us.
In Unity
Tim Dawson
WA State Secretary TWU

Whatever industry or workplace
you found yourself in this year,
2020 affected everyone.
And your union, the TWU, was
with you through the thick and thin.
Every member who contacted
the TWU this year, whether it
was because of a situation you
could control or one out of your
control, we hope you had a positive
experience knowing that there
would be someone there to listen
to you.
As your voice in the workplace, we
will continue to ensure transport
can be a fair and thriving industry.
And that companies recognise their
people to be at the heart of that.
As part of ensuring the people of

2020 HAS BEEN A TOUGH YEAR. BUT
YOUR TWU LOOKS FORWARD TO GOING
INTO BAT FOR YOU IN 2021 - SAYS STATE
SECRETARY TIM DAWSON.

Membership Fees 2021 (all prices include GST)
CASH – CHEQUE – BPAY
Joining fee
Full Year
Half year

$ 20.00 (new members only)
$616.65 (1st Jan – 31st Dec)
$319.30 (1st Jan – 30th Jun or 1st Jul – 31 stDec)

PAYROLL DEDUCTION (from participating employers only)
Joining fee $ 20.00
$12.25 per week

(new members only)

DIRECT DEBIT (from cheque, savings or credit card a/c)
(Visa, Bankcard, Mastercard accepted)
Joining fee
Fortnightly
Monthly
Half-yearly
Yearly

$ 20.00
$ 24.15
$ 52.30
$ 319.30
$ 616.65

(new members only)
(debited on your nominated day of each fortnight)
(debited on your nominated date each month)
(debited on 28th Feb & 30th June each year)
(debited on 28th Feb each year)
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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Behind the people who
keep Australia moving
Everything we do, every day, relies on the people who literally keep Australia moving. From the fresh
food in our supermarkets and the petrol in our cars, to delivering our online shopping purchases and
keeping our essential services stocked. None of this would happen without transport workers.
And behind them is TWUSUPER, the industry super fund for the people who look after you.

1800 222 071
twusuper.com.au

TWU Nominees Pty Ltd, ABN 67 002 835 412, AFSL 239163, is the trustee of TWUSUPER ABN 77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it. 56419
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DEEP IN THE HEART OF THE MEMBERSHIP
Come December 2020 the TWU Office will have officially relocated premises closer to the
membership with more potential than ever.
It has been talked about for years
and we are finally making the
move.
The home of the Transport
Workers Union WA Branch will
soon be Kewdale.

Please be patient as we navigate
the transition between offices and
ensure to keep listening to our
communications, via the weekly
email in your inbox every Tuesday
or via Facebook.

We will keep you updated every
step of the way.
Hopefully, you can pop in for a
coffee between shifts and come
have a yarn.

Specifically, Chisolm Crescent, off
Daddo Road, next to Roe Highway.
In the heart of transport in WA,
where the majority of members
live and work. Next to the airport
and distribution hubs.
Our organisers and staff are really
looking forward to being in the
new premises.
And serving you, our membership
deep within the heart of transport
workers territory.

HAVE YOU GOT ANY TWU MEMORABILIA OR
OLD RELICS YOU WOULD LIKE TO DONATE?
We want to make the new premises a
monument to transport workers and our
union heritage. To make our membership
feel comfortable in dropping past to visit.
So by collecting any heritage pieces,
memorabilia or relics from the union and
transport over the years would make the
new union offices much more homely.
So, we’re putting the call out to
members, if you have any memorabilia,
relics, old membership cards, Wheel
magazines, merchandise, photos, flags,
etc.
We would love to take them off your
hands.
You can call the office on 1800 657 477,
write to us at info@twuwa.org.au, or feel
free to drop in and have a conversation.
We look forward to hearing from you.
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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TOLL: MISMANAGED AND
THE WORKERS SUFFER
AFR SCANDAL
“Toll had
an absolute
complacency for doing
anything about bullying.”
former Toll National Sales
Manager

Toll had a
“culture of sledging
that went right to the top,
it’s not a very collegiate
place at all.”
former Toll Executive

“I
have been
to meetings when
men swore, shouted or
screamed at people,”
former Toll Executive and
transport industry
veteran

“There
was sometimes
an attitude internally that
the customers needed Toll
more than Toll needed them,”
former Manager who
worked in Head
Office
6
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Linked to organised crime, competing
divisions and corruption; Toll has been
under the spotlight as former executives
come forward to expose the transport
company in a recent three-part series
published in the Australian Financial
Review.
This comes as Japan Post tries to
exit their well over $10 billion dollar
investment due to continued loss over the
last 5 years and have made a decision to
recoup losses by exploring a potential sale
of the express / courier division.
Is it possible that the transport company
Paul Little grew from humble beginnings
to a global forwarding multinational simply
got too goliath for its boots?
Or as the AFR articles suggest, maybe
management were the catalyst to the
demise of the company.
For example
One of IPEC’s major transport
contractors was the brother of a floor
manager in an IPEC distribution centre.
The contractor had changed his surname
by deed poll, which meant that Toll
executives didn’t realise the two men
were related. The delivery company
allegedly charged 30 to 40 per cent
above some other delivery companies,
according to a former Toll executive.
The floor manager, who earned less
than $100,000 a year, put his house
up for sale and moved to Europe. Toll
executives checked out the house on
a real estate website, which showed it
was listed for about $5 million, according
to two former employees.
Or how about
Another delivery company had
become an important contractor for
Toll over several years and charged the
company about $20 million a year.
As part of an investigation into its
operations, Toll conducted a police
check and review on the ASIC
databases of all IPEC suppliers.
One of its directors had spent nine
years in jail. Another, 15. One had set
up the company within three weeks
of being released. Their first and only
client was Toll.

And this
Another contractor, which was
charging above the regular market
price, had subcontracted its deliveries
to a motorcycle gang, which used
Toll-branded trailers, driven by trucks,
to transport drugs interstate, the
investigation found.
Twenty-three IPEC-branded trailers
had caught fire in a paddock in a
northern suburb of Adelaide, sending a
think pillar of black smoke into the sky.
What is most disturbing is that most of
these stories as identified by the AFR
scandal went un-detected for years.
Management drove Toll into the ground,
and the workers who did the right thing,
who negotiated their share and have been
loyal to this company will be the ones
who suffer.
Tensions with Japan post didn’t help
A source claims that at a board meeting,
chairman Ray Horsburgh grew frustrated
as the Japanese side pushed for
information and explanations.
Horsburgh allegedly whispered under his
breath to an Australian executive: “It’s
a pity we didn’t kill more of them in the
war.”
According to the source, the old
steelmaker’s voice was louder than he
realised, and an icy chill settled over the
room.
And by June 2021 it appears Japan Post
will no longer be funding Toll.
So where does that leave our members?
How sure are Toll employees that they
will be able to pay their mortgages and
put food on the table by this time next
year?
Well, unless there is a white knight who
comes along and is prepared to purchase
the whole shebang, our only advice is to
now, more than ever, join your TWU, and
remain union.
We are stronger together and together
we will fight.
And ensure workers get their fair share.
Even if Toll is broken up, piece by piece.

BUT IT’S NOT ALL DOOM
& GLOOM AT TOLL

says TWU Organiser
CHARLIE NICHOLS

There is still hope despite the mismanagement at Toll and I wanted to report on some silver linings
at the global forwarding giant.

Toll employees at the logistics division,
which includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Coles
Woolies
Mining
Liquids and,
Energy

Should have some relief that their
divisions of Toll aren’t being sold by
Japan Post any time soon.

These buyers include Pacific Equity
Partners, BGH Capital and Anchorage
Capital Partners.

Employees at the Express Division
which includes

Rest assure in the hope that as long as
you are a TWU member your union will
be fighting for you!

•
•
•
•
•

IPEC
Express
Priority
Intermodal and
FAST

Might be a little more worried about
their jobs.
But there is some hope on the horizon
with already a queue of interested
buyers lining up to purchase.

Our priority being your job security in
the first instance.
And after that ensuring your
entitlements are retained or paid out
depending on how they structure the
transmission of business.
Stay union, stay united and we will
continue to fight this together .

HAPPY PERMANENT WORKERS
Adding to the positive stories coming
out of Toll.
Your TWU has been going into bat
for any casuals wanting to convert to
permanent workers, with some great
success stories to report.
Despite Toll pushing back,
representatives from the TWU pushed
harder and have converted many
casuals to permanent full time workers
at both Express and priority divisions.

Covid opened many people’s eyes to
the risk you take when you’re a casual
worker.

while and fulfil the criteria to convert to
permanent, contact your union!
Pays to be TWU!

And just how important secure,
permanent work is to financial security
and peace of mind.
Congrats to all the new permanent
workers and especially TWU Delegate
Carlyle Andrews on going into bat for
his membership.
If you’ve been a casual worker for a

The Wheel Christmas 2020
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COURIERS AT WESTERNS WIN!!
This win was driven by a member regarding underpayments for part
time employees at Western Diagnostics.
At the bargaining of the last EBA, the
EBA that covers couriers at Western
Diagnostic (WDP) the EBA was
modified to allow for overtime rates to
be paid for Part-time drivers once they
had worked outside their agreed hours.
However, the change reflected in the
EBA was never made by the company.
And workers eligible were continued
to be paid a flat rate up to 38 hours per
week.
Due to the diligent work of TWU
members who understood their rights it
was addressed with the company.
It took some time for the company to
admit fault which came on the back of

union intervention.
With perseverance and collective
pressure from the workers the company
eventually caved.
This goes to show the importance
of every worker to understand their
workplace pay rights, so companies
don’t get away with wage theft.
On top of this, WDP couriers recently
delivered their petition for a majority
support determination (MSD) to their
employer.
An MSD is a application by employees
to put collective pressure on the
company to begin bargaining.
Couriers at WDP have been busy

Report from lead organiser
JASON WALTERS
getting organised collecting signatures
for this application.
After receiving a majority of workers
determined to bargain, the FWC
recently wrote to the TWU to let us
know the application will proceed.
WDP has also indicated they will not
oppose the decision and will issue the
Notice of Employee Representational
Rights to employee asap.
Just shows what can be done when we
put our collective foot forward.
Some massive wins for a determined
group of couriers at WDP!
Congratulations to all involved!

THIS IS WHY WE NEED STRONG UNIONS
An example of how good, strong union campaigning can make change.
Covid has presented a real challenge to
our industry.

2. Have no place for refreshments
like coffee or tea

Congratulations to everyone who

It has shown the resilience and
importance of transport workers in all
aspects of our work.

3. Have no facilities for drivers to
wash their hands

united on resolving a pressing issue.

Covid has also uncovered many pitfalls,
many drivers have been aware of for
years, but continued to work through.
One of those pitfalls is the lack of
communication between managers
and drivers.
It happens everywhere and it happens
daily. No matter where you work, it
is an issue that is inescapable. But
the stronger the union at your site,
the more powerful your voice, and
collectively workers and their Union
can make sure change happens.
FOR EXAMPLE:
Recently the TWU was made aware
of the condition’s drivers had to put
up with at Coles DC at Perth Airport.
Coles had reacted to Covid compliance
and regulations in a way that impacted
on driver’s health and safety.
This DC was asking the truck drivers
operating out of it to:
1. Cope with a singular portaloo
between all drivers
8
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4. And most frustratingly, have
their keys taken away from
them when they entered the
DC, eliminating all use of
heating or cooling facilities on
their trucks.
While these procedures were put
in place because the company
did not want to risk the spread of
Covid-19 and risk having to shut up
shop.
The reaction of the company was
to take away vital facilities and
change practices that alienated
and compromised drivers’ safety.
Ultimately the drivers built a
campaign and were able to get
these toilets and lunchrooms
installed that are up and running on
the ambient loading docks.
This was a great win; it shows
what can be done when standing
with the TWU drivers don’t have
to stand for third world conditions.

signed the petition and collectively

SHARING THE LOAD
Transport workers are at an increased risk of poor Mental Health and what the
union is aiming to do to change that.
Transport workers are at a greater
risk of suffering from mental health
struggles.
The prevalence of poor mental health
can have devastating and long-lasting
impacts.
Not only on the individual, but those
surrounding them, as well as the
community at large.
Each year, over 65,000 Australians
will make a suicide attempt.
With 75% of those who die by suicide
being male.
Compared to other male dominated
professions, truck drivers are at an
increased risk of suicide, for a number
of reasons.
Exposure to traumatic events,
isolation, unhealthy lifestyles, and the
stigma of talking about one’s health
issues are just some of the factors
that influence the mental health of
those in the transport industry.
Research conducted by the Black
Dog Institute found that 54% of those
experiencing mental health issues,
will not access the help they need.
Men, overly represented in the
transport industry, are known to be at
the greatest risk of dying by suicide,
but quite often are least likely to seek
help.
Applying these statistics to the
transport industry, means that there
could be at least around 30,000
transport workers across Australia
suffering from some form of mental
health issue annually.
Those in the transport industry
reported the risk of exposure to
traumatic events as extraordinarily
high.
Car accidents where one might
witness and be subjected to severely

wounded individuals, corpses, body
parts, screams of injured persons and
the interrogation of the drivers after
an incident are all psychologically
traumatising.
Quite often, following these
events, drivers are not provided
with adequate services other than
Employee Assistance Programs
to help them deal with the horrific
events so often experienced on
Australian roads.

“The Transport
Workers’ Union
has been engaging
relevant industry
stakeholders, as
well as Ministers,
educating them about the
importance of intervention
in the transport industry.”
Several studies from the transport
industry suggest that the importance
of peer support is integral to
improving a workers’ mental health.
Workers viewed their peers
(especially those who had
experienced a similar event) as a
fundamental source of support after a
traumatic event.
The Transport Workers’ Union has
been engaging relevant industry
stakeholders, as well as Ministers,
educating them about the importance
of intervention in the transport
industry.
From this, a peer-to-peer support
program is being piloted by the TWU
to address three pillars of improving
mental health:

Report by State Secretary
TIM DAWSON

Normalising - Talking about mental
health and encouraging people to
discuss mental health issues or
concerns openly and without fear
of reprisal, in the same manner as
physical injuries.
Promoting - Providing information,
promotional material, and support to
workers who may experience mental
health concerns.
Supporting - Providing support to
organisations to establish peer to peer
mental health programs for workers
including training mental health
workers and encouraging publicity of
their availability.
We need to start tackling the issue of
suicide and poor mental health.
The TWU is aiming to reduce the
alarming number of deaths by suicide
across the transport industry and
improve the lives of our drivers, their
families, and the communities in
which they work with, through the
implementation of a support program
that is accessible, comprehensive,
and effective.
This topic can be confronting,
if you or someone you know is
having suicidal thoughts, you do
not have to do it alone. There are
many people and organisations
that want to help you. The
following contacts can help in a
crisis or just lend an ear, 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week.
Beyondblue | 1300 22 4636
Lifeline | 13 11 14
Suicide Call Back Service
1300 659 467

The Wheel Christmas 2020
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SHAME WOOLIES SHAME
Truck drivers of the TWU marched down to
Woolworths in Murray Street on September
17 to protest a move by the supermarket
giant to replace its current workforce of
online deliver drivers with contractors paying
below award wages.
This was despite Woolworths signing a
charter with the TWU that is meant to focus
on supply chain monitoring and fairness.
It is disappointing that not only did drivers
hear that they would be losing their jobs, but
that they would be replaced by students and
vulnerable members of the community who
do not understand their workplace rights.

from TWU Organiser
CHARLIE NICHOLS

And hold companies like Woolies
accountable to what they said they
would do when it comes to supply
chain monitoring and fairness.
Australian labour standards and
practices are important and
upholding these standards for
future generations is important.
The supermarket giant reported
bumper sales for the 2019-20
financial year with revenue
rising 8.1% to $63.6 billion,
much of which was a result of
pandemic panic buying.
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Since this action was taken the TWU has
stepped in and are in the process of securing
commitments from Woolies.
While Woolies has agreed to increasing the
rates these drivers were getting paid.
But we’re still fighting to ensure that the
former Toll workers who lost their jobs when
Toll lost the contract, get their jobs back.
We are heavy into discussions to make sure
all our members get an opportunity for an
interview if they so desire it.
Make no mistake, the TWU will always
continue to fight for our members and their
jobs.

TOLL & CLEANAWAY SUPER
GUARANTEE WIN!
Recent representations by the TWU
have resulted in Cleanaway and Toll
agreeing that employers must make
superannuation guarantee contributions
on employee earnings for rostered shifts
worked on weekends, and which are not
overtime shifts (that is the employees’
normal shift’).
Your TWU is overseeing to resolve this
issue for our members, including winning
back any backpay owed.
We would like to hear from members
who work regular shifts on weekends,
and which are not overtime shifts, to
check their superannuation statements,
10
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to make sure that they have been paid
the correct amount by way of super.
If companies like Toll and Cleanaway can
get this wrong, then it is likely that there
are other employers out there, who are
also not paying the correct amount of
super for weekend shifts.
The confusion about super on weekend
shifts arises because weekend shift
penalties are, in most cases, either the
same or very close to the overtime
penalties that apply to overtime worked
on those days.
However, the Superannuation Guarantee
(Administration) Act 1992 (Cth), as well

as the ATO Ruling about superannuation
guarantee, make it very clear that hours
of work that attract a shift penalty
are “ordinary time earnings”, and that
superannuation must be paid on those
hours.
This is a huge win and shows the power
of being union.
If you think you fall into this category you
can email info@twuwa.org.au and we
will follow up.
Also, if you are not sure you are being
paid correctly, call the TWU office and
we will have a look for you.

2021: A BIG YEAR
FOR BUS DRIVERS
Bus Organiser MARK BYDDER reports

TWU DELEGATES ACROSS THE THREE CONTRACTORS ARE GETTING
ORGANISED FOR A BIG SHAKE UP ON THE BUSES
Well, what a big year it has been in the
bus industry.
From Covid-19 hitting, services being
reduced, health and safety becoming
a priority, up to 1000 drivers potentially
being stood down, uncertainty around
your wages, changes to your F-Class
endorsement and negotiations for 2
agreements taking place throughout this.
TWU members stood up as a collective
force like they have never done before.
Early days of Covid-19 saw Delegates
meeting as a collective every night
discussing what needed to be done to
ensure no bus driver was left behind
in WA due to a pandemic, they had no
control over.
The goal was simple, health and safety of
all bus drivers a priority and for nobody to
be financially impacted.
Members stood tool collectively from all
3 companies, signing petitions, sending
letters to the Transport Minister and
Premier, flooding the Transport Ministers
Facebook page, participating in a photo
petition and even taking over talkback
radio to ensure your plight was heard.
Because of this drivers won and they
won big, including:

• Sanitizer for all drivers
• Spit guards
• Cash boxes and a cashless system
• Entering and exiting via the rear
doors
• Daily detailed cleaning of buses
• Signage advising passengers of
what was happening
• Guaranteed payment regardless
of hours worked of contracted
hours and penalties throughout the
pandemic
• Government guaranteeing to pay for
your PTD as of July 1 2021
While 2020 was a big year, 2021 is
going to be even bigger with an Industry
Claim that members will be taking to the
Government to ensure equity within the
industry and for once, bus drivers not
becoming collateral damage in a race to
the bottom for companies to try and be
competitive and strip away your pay and
conditions.
It is going to be a long fight but with
TWU members working together from all
3 companies, it is one your Delegates and
I think you are ready for. Bring it on!!!!

BUS DRIVERS
FIGHT
AGAINST
NEW F CLASS
LICENCE
REGULATIONS
Well done to all the bus drivers who
got involved in the action against
new F class licence regulations.
WA Bus Drivers wore stickers as part
of their day of action against changes
to the F class licence regulations.
Recently the State Government
made a decision to make changes to
how bus drivers renew their F-Class
licence, which will place drivers
under the ride share scheme.
For a healthy bus driver under 50,
they currently renew their licence
every 5 years for a total cost of
around $250 dollars. A bus driver
over 50 renews their licence every
2 years. Over a 5-year period drivers
will be paying $1000 dollars extra
than we currently do now, again for
doing our job, providing an essential
service.
Bus Drivers called on the State
Government and Transport Minister
Rita Saffioti MLA to scrap this
scheme or commit to covering these
exorbitant ongoing costs.
And by standing together and putting
some collective pressure on the
Minister the Government committed
to paying the PTD (passenger
transport driver) permit as of July 1,
2021.
This is what happens when you are
union and get organised!
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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TWU GIVING A SH*T ABO

The TWU’s Campaign to improve truck driver amenities on the roads of WA is gaining a lo
The TWU’s campaign to improve truck
driver amenities on the highways of WA
Roads is gaining a lot of momentum,
thanks to the unrelenting determination
of TWU members.
Driven by TWU members filling out
surveys and petitions and making sure

Governments understand the importance
of truck drivers to the economy.
Now more than ever, if COVID-19 taught
us anything it is that truck drivers are
an essential cog in the wheel of the
economy.

In 2020 the uncertainty of Covid has
shone the light on the disgusting
conditions truck drivers have to endure.
And Covid has highlighted the plight of
long-distance truck drivers.
Finally, Pollies are recognising the current
state of rest areas truckies have to
endure, no hot showers and no clean
toilets for hundreds of kilometres.
Especially when fatigue is mandated by
the government, not having acceptable
places to stop should be illegal.
TWU members have been beating the
drum about this issue for quite some
time.
Their campaign for better rest stops
is finally been heard and receiving
the recognition it deserves, how the
transport workers, especially longdistance truck drivers, are an essential
service.
That it is not good enough to have third
world amenities in the 21st century.

TOILETS INSTALLED AT COLES DC AFTER
THE CAMPAIGNING OF TWU MEMBERS

The construction of new toilets and
showers at the Cranbrook Heavy Vehicle
rest bay, toilets installed at Greys Plain

NEW KARRATHA ROAD TRAIN HOOK UP
AREA UNBELIEVABLE IN 2020 reports Mick Connolly
Please see the photos below of the
new Karratha hook up area located on
Madigan Drive adjacent to the Coles
express on the North West Coastal
High Way at Karratha.
This new facility is the first stage of
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an area with a holding capacity for 50
to 60 triple road trains. As impressive
as it is with a current capacity of 35
triples it has plenty of lighting which is
great as it will enable the drivers to see
whilst they are barring their arse in the
surrounding
scrub as
there is
no toilet
or shower

facilities available.
If the drivers need to go they have
to walk about 300 hundred meters
through the scrub to the Shell and
line up behind back packers and grey
nomads and hope they don’t shit their
pants in the bargain!!
Also someone seems to have
overlooked the need for rubbish bins
as there is not one to be seen. This is
unbelievable in 2020.

UT TRUCKIES AMENITIES

ot of momentum, thanks to the unrelenting determination of TWU members.
truck bay near Carnarvon, are just a few
examples of what has been won through
this campaign already.

and secure sanitation.

This is a start but it cannot stop there.

This will lead to an ongoing process to
ensure that our essential service truck
drivers have the right amenities they have
for so long deserved.

The TWU along with surveys and petitions
to the government now has a working
group of long-distance drivers that we
are talking to, made up of operators who
drive on all the routes around WA and the
Eastern States.
The union is also consulting with
Government on changes and a priority list
of rest areas RTAA (hook up areas) and
roadhouses that need urgent attention.
The working group has been working to
identify hot spots and secure government
funding for construction of amenities.
We also must, ensure that the councils or
those responsible for the upkeep and care
of the amenities, have the resources to
clean and maintain the facilities so truckies
have access to clean, safe and secure
amenities.
This campaign goes straight to the heart of
improving the transport industry, to make
sure that we attract a new generation
and retain the current generation in the
industry.
It is necessary because the current
workforce is aging, with the average age of
a truck driver well over 45.

We don’t live in a third world country so
why shouldn’t we demand better?

Report by State Secretary
TIM DAWSON

SHIRE OF CRANBROOK
Heavy Vehicle Rest Bay
The Shire of Cranbrook recently
installed showers and toilets for truck
drivers at the Cranbrook Heavy Vehicle
Rest Bay on the corner of Great
Southern and Albany Highways.

in our industry.

These amenities would not have
been possible without the tireless
campaigning from Heavy Vehicle
operators and the the TWU. Safe,
accessible and clean amenities for all is
a human right and by having amenities
like these are so important for
attracting and retaining good operators

Truckies and transport workers are
Australia’s lifeline for everything in this
vast country and they deserve to be
treated better.

The next crucial step to this campaign
is to ensure local councils are
maintaining the facilities and keeping
them clean.

Sign the petition if you haven’t already:
https://www.megaphone.org.au/
petitions/wa-truck-drivers-deservebetter

In order to attract younger operators,
women operators and retain good
operators we need have an industry that
treats its operators like human-beings.
Shows them the respect they deserve
and have earned. How can we do that if
we cannot even give them a decent shit
house?
Truckies should not have to defecate on the
side of the highway or piss in a bottle.
It is time for the Government to stop
talking about improving rest areas and do
something. We have put a plan to them to
upgrade driver amenities after consultation
with our members. We have a priority list
and a medium to long term strategy to
make sure that rest areas with amenities
are brought into the 21st century.
It is a human right to have access to safe
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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K IL L A WORK ER ,
Industrial Manslaughter Laws were recently passed by the WA State Legislative
Council but these laws also form a part of a bigger bill, the Work Safety Bill 2019.
This is what that bill will mean for transport workers.
Every worker should have the right to
return home at the end of their shift. No
worker should go to work in fear for their
life.
And having appropriate safety processes
and equipment at work is a big part of
ensuring this.
This is why it is so important to enshrine
these basic human rights into legislation.
So that employers are held accountable
by law if something goes wrong.
Industrial manslaughter was heavily
promoted as a big part of the legislation,
and rightly so. This will be the first time in
WA there will be an offence for industrial
manslaughter. And don’t get it wrong,
Unions don’t want to see big bosses and
executives behind bars. Unions want
to see employers held accountable for
decisions that cost a life, and not just pay
a fine when a worker dies.
Who could forget the unfortunate deaths
of two young men on a construction site
in East Perth in November of 2015 that
sent shockwaves through the industry?
Joe McDermott, 24 and Gerry Bradley,

27 had come to Australia from Ireland
and were crushed by falling concrete
tilt panels, each weighing more than 3
tonnes, when they were in an area used
for lunch breaks.
The trucking company involved was
fined $160,000 for the deaths of these
2 workers which the Chief Magistrate
referred to as “preventable” because
“simple and practical steps” could have
been taken to ensure the panels were
secure.
I ask, is there any justice in the world
when a life costs a company $80,000?

“Unions want to
see employers
held accountable
for decisions that
costs a life, not just pay a
fine when a worker dies.“
Is that a fair sentence, when the
families of these victims
of workplace tragedies
are undergoing a LIFE
sentence?
How about a similar incident
that occurred to a TWU
member in his 40’s at a
Sheffield road worksite in
Welshpool in 2017?
It is understood the man
was crushed by a heavy
steel pipe that fell from a
truck. He was rushed to
Royal Perth Hospital with
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critical injuries but sadly died a short time
after.
It is also deeply unfortunate that this
tragedy was only counted as a workplace
death because it occurred on a worksite.
But the full extent of safety issues for
truck drivers is not made clear because
deaths of drivers on the road is counted in
the road toll, because legislation does not
count the road as a workplace.
Another important issue the TWU will
continue to beat the drum about.
And have made some inroads after the
inquiry into WorkSafe which is reported in
the article on the next page.
Having industrial manslaughter laws will
be a huge turning point for workplaces
and employer accountabilities.
But Industrial Manslaughter was not the
only important part of this bill.
Included in the Work Safety Bill 2019 are
reforms that:
• acknowledge mental health impacts
from work,
• improve standards of training for
workplace safety representatives,
• provide vital whistle blower
protections
• And the closure of a loophole that
allowed employers to insure so that
they never have to pay penalties for
unlawful conduct.
With the successful passage of this bill
through the legislative assembly WA will
go from having the weakest and most
outdated workplace safety laws, to having
the best in Australia.

GO TO JA IL

COMPANY AND DIRECTOR FINED $466,000
AFTER DEATH OF YOUNG TRUCKIE
Valley Sweep and its director Anton Zakic
pleaded guilty in the Latrobe Valley Magistrates’
Court to a single charge each under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act of failing to
provide and maintain safe plant.
The company was fined $388,650 and Zakic
$77,730, the maximum penalties available after
the tragic death of employee Damien Taifer, 21,
in May 2017.
The court was told Valley Sweep had entered
into a hire agreement to provide another
company with a water cart truck and a driver in
April 2017.
Less than a month later, Taifer was killed when
the truck he was driving rolled while travelling
down a long, steep, curved section of road near
the town of Noojee.
The court heard that at about 8.35am a driver
who was beginning his ascent of Red Hill
described seeing Taifer’s truck travelling down
towards him at an estimated speed of “well over
60 kph”.
As he passed, the witness said Taifer appeared
to be sitting high in his seat, “almost standing
up in the seat fighting with the truck”, before
seeing the vehicle roll in his rear-view mirror.
A forensic engineer engaged by WorkSafe
Victoria concluded the poor condition of the
truck’s brakes, including being improperly
adjusted, was the primary cause of the crash.

It was revealed the truck had last undergone a
major inspection and servicing by an external
mechanic in December 2015.
Zakic and another Valley Sweep employee
had performed some maintenance and repair
work for the company’s fleet of trucks and had
worked on the water tanker, but neither were
qualified mechanics.
The court also heard the driver had not received
any formal training in the operation of water
cart trucks, which have unique handling
characteristics, or any supervised training in
driving a water cart truck in difficult conditions
such as a steep or curved descent.
WorkSafe Victoria Executive Director of Health
and Safety Julie Nielsen said there was no
excuse for the employer’s behaviour.
“This company’s director made a reckless
decision to perform service and maintenance
work on the water truck himself, even though he
knew he wasn’t qualified to do so,” Nielsen said.
“This failure to take reasonable care left a
dangerous vehicle on the road and ultimately
cost a young worker his life.”
WorkSafe Victoria said that to manage risks
employers should:
• Ensure appropriate safe systems of work
are in place and that these are regularly
monitored, reviewed and, if necessary,
revised.

• Ensure regular vehicle inspections, servicing
and maintenance are undertaken by suitably
competent persons in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations.
• Ensure pre-operations checks are conducted
daily on essential components such as
brakes, steering, tyres (including pressure),
indicators, oil leaks and suspension and have
defects rectified by competent persons.
• Not allow untrained, unlicensed or
inexperienced people to operate vehicles.
• Implement a system to ensure people
are competent to conduct the work – this
should include instructions, information
about the work, mentoring and assessment,
toolbox training and refresher training even
for experienced employees.
• Establish appropriate rules and standards
for safe road use (including speed limits for
travel and manoeuvres) taking into account
the load factor of a vehicle, movement of
liquid and its effect on the stability of a
vehicle, increased breaking distances due
to the surge of liquid within a tank and
changing environments and conditions.
• Communicate all safety information to
drivers and others (eg load information for
those responsible for loading and driving
vehicles) to enable them to perform their
work in a way that is safe and without risks
to health.

INROADS INTO RECOGNISING THE ROAD AS A WORKPLACE
Did you know that the road, under law, is not
considered to be a workplace?
This means that there is not accountability
for safety or maintenance of the roads by
companies who use the roads to make their
profits.
Also workers killed on the road are counted in
the road toll instead of a thorough investigation
into why their death occurred, what led to their
death occurring, who is responsible and how do
we stop it from happening again.
For these very issues the Transport workers
union has been fighting to acknowledge the
road as a workplace.
And we are pleased to report that some
inroads have been made through the legislative
council committee into WorkSafe. An inquiry
that occurred when the McGowan Labor
State Government came to power in 2017 and
reported its findings in October 2020.
Legislative Council Committee into WorkSafe
recently reported to Parliament and among
many other union recommendations they
recommended the following that concerns
transport workers:

• FINDING 33 Page 131 Where a person is
engaged in work at the time of a vehicle
collision on a public road, resulting in
that person’s serious injury or death, this
is a workplace incident that should be
investigated by WorkSafe and recorded
in accident or traumatic injury fatality
statistics.
• FINDING 34 Page 131 Traumatic injury
fatality statistics produced by Safe Work
Australia do not include workplace fatalities
occurring on public roads where the person
was engaged in work.
• FINDING 35 Page 131 Many workplace
serious injuries and fatalities resulting
from a vehicle collision on a public road are
dismissed as traffic accidents rather than
investigated as workplace accidents.
• FINDING 36 Page 131 In investigating road
traffic fatalities, officers of the Western
Australia Police are under no obligation to
consider whether the incident is workrelated. Moreover, there is no policy or
procedure for the referral of work-related
road traffic fatalities to WorkSafe for
investigation

• RECOMMENDATION 43 Page 132 The
Committee recommends that WorkSafe
(the Department of Mines, Industry
Regulation and Safety) and the Western
Australia Police enter into a Memorandum
of Understanding requiring police officers,
when investigating road traffic fatalities,
to consider whether the incident may be
work-related and, if so, to immediately
report the incident to WorkSafe. Further,
that WorkSafe investigates these incidents.
You can read the report in full here:
www.parliament.wa.gov.au/Parliament/commit.
nsf/(Report+Lookup+by+Com+ID)/
9B3E635DA91E60BE482585C30000D5DD/
$file/pc.wks.200818.rpf.031.xx.pdf
The Transport Workers Union will continue to
fight for the road to be recognised as the place
of work of transport workers.
No longer should deaths on the road be
included only in the road toll, there should
be extensive investigations by WorkSafe to
determine cause and reason so that similar
incidents don’t happen again.
To ensure transport workers get their work
done, safely and fairly.
And come home safe at the end of their shifts.
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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WHAT’S CHANGED?

As we come to the end of 2020 we ask, what’s changed? This article from THE WHEEL in May 1976 is
another example of how consecutive conservative governments continue to attack working people.
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GUESS THE YEAR
With the TWU offices relocating out to Kewdale, we’re going through all our old heritage
albums. We want you to guess the year of the photos below and you can win a new TV.
BONUS POINTS if you can tell us who is in the photos.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Send your entries to
info@twuwa.org.au or
write to us using your reply
paid envelope supplied.
Entries close January 31,
2021. Good luck!
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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COV ID SILV

JANET HEATCLIFFE

What a year! I decided to go
to the NT! While my friend to
2 children stayed at my house
because of a VRO situation.

The same week I went to Darwin
the borders closed.
My daughter in WA got engaged,
my brother died in UK, so sad
I had many allergies in the NT
Infections from Mozzies and even
a flippin ant bite!
Not happy Jan! Problems with my
Asthma and Emphysema! I ended
up at the hospital several times!
Several months later, and several
attempts to get my G2G Permit I
had permission to re-enter WA.

After my 14 days quarantine,
just in time to go wedding dress
shopping for my daughter.
I have never appreciated my home
so much and being a resident of
WA!!
And my friends and my family!!
I am so grateful to them for doing
my shopping and “being there”
for me.
I certainly will not be leaving WA
again until everything is under
control!
Never take-anything for granted!
Even though I have lived and
worked here since 1990
Thank you

ROBERT JOHN

We were about to go down to
Collie and be in the delivery
room with my daughter as she
was to give birth to our first
granddaughter. When the hospital
started to put restrictions on how
many people were allowed in the
room. On the 25/03/2020 my
daughter gave birth to our first
granddaughter name Ava Violet

Calton. Shortly after we went
down to be with my daughter and
her partner and Ava, this was just
before the government started
to put restrictions on movement
of people around the state, to
try and put a halt on spreading
the virus. This is one of many
stories of couples having babies
during the pandemic
period, we were lucky
that we got to see our
granddaughter before
the restrictions came
into place.

PAUL PHILLIPS
After the initial cancellation of all sporting
fixtures, a reduced netball tournament of
12 games was allowed to go ahead, whilst
complying with strict Covid restrictions.
My wife, Sally, is the manager of the
Diamonds team in which my daughter,
Chelsea, plays and I have the best job of
transporting them and the game bags to the
game each week and then watching them in
action.
The team went through undefeated and won
the grand final last weekend.
It was also the tenth year of Diamonds
club participating in the Success Netball
Association Tournament.

Some new mums and
dads plus their families
were unable to get this
opportunity to see the
birth of their babies.

BENTON FINLAY

Hi everyone, my father was cancer
free after 5 years. My father had
prostate cancer and got the all clear
from the doctors in May this year.
Regards Brenton
18
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Hi, my daughter got married on
June 30 this year to a truck driver I
have known for 20 years as a great
mate, we used to do linehaul work
together up north.

JOE BOGETICH
A little disappointing this year could not do our
annual trip around Australia. But on the upside,
we are both well and doing great just like the
TWU, stay strong!

ER L ININGS

It wasn’t all doom and gloom in 2020. We asked our
members what made this year great and they delivered.
Enjoy some Covid Silver Linings from TWU members.

ANDREW
HOOK
Time on the water with my
foster daughters. Made staying
away from other persons more
bearable.
Going out and seeing my lovely
foster family catching there
first salmon and tuna while
trolling. The look on there faces
shows it all.

PAUL VUKOVICH
My silver lining for 2020 was more
time to spend with my extended
family, having fun and being
ourselves.
My wife went on a school
excursion to the zoo to help out and

came home with this $180 elephant
painting. 96 fm asked for callers
that had something unusual at
home which i let them know about
this picture of a christmas murder
scene in turn winning $250 cash

CRAIG RIGGIO
Recently, my family and I went on
a hot air balloon escapade over the
Avon Valley. We were in awe as
we floated over the picturesque,
patchy landscape and the alluring,
meandering Avon River. There
were no distractions of the past
or worries about the future. It was
truly mesmerising!
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VIRGIN
Your TWU held firm throughout Virgin’s
administration process that we would
hold the new owners to account no
matter what. Since then we’ve had
serious concerns about the future of
Virgin, with Bain confirming that former
CEO Paul Scurrah will be replaced by
former Jetstar boss Jayne Hrdlicka.

incredibly disappointing and concerning
to learn of the change in management.
Your delegates along with the TWU
suspended bargaining talks, and
this was successful in forcing Virgin
management and Bain to listen to us,
as well as garnering media attention to
expose Bain’s deceit.

must keep the pressure on the Federal

The sale of Virgin to Bain Capital
went through in September following
commitments made in August to a
fuller capacity airline, maximising jobs,
retaining regional operation Vara, tiered
cabin classes, airport lounges and the
airline’s international arm. Bain had
also assured workers and unions they
would continue to work cooperatively
with Paul Scurrah, and so it was

Bain has now come out and publicly
re-committed to a full service airline,
but it is still more important than ever
to stand strong together and hold Bain
to account. We’re continuing to meet
with the new owners and with workers
to make sure commitments made in
August are kept by the airline. What
we cannot have is Virgin becoming a
low-cost airline the likes of Ryanair. We

Australians, taxpayers and you the

Government to ensure we have two
competitive airlines in Australian skies
as we return to travel. Like Qantas,
Virgin has received hundreds of millions
of dollars in public support since
the pandemic began to keep them
afloat, and commitments to regional
workers must be honoured.
Bain has a lot of trust to win back from
workers, that much is obvious. We will
continue to provide updates as they
occur, and work to make sure your
hard-won rights and conditions are
protected as Virgin returns to the skies
with domestic travel opening up again.

GROUNDED

A whole industry on its knees and no help, no plan,
no justice for these workers from a Federal
Government meant to help it’s people

DNATA
It’s now been months since the Federal

subsidies for private jets.

meet with the company to ensure

Government implemented a loophole to

workers are not left in the dark about

light recently that instead the Federal

Without government support it was
clear Dnata needed to step up for
workers with options for your future.
After TWU pressure, the company
surveyed workers on what they wanted
and secured funding for redundancy
packages, which we ensured followed
a voluntary redundancy Expression Of
Interest.

Government is providing taxpayer

Since then, the TWU continues to

national plan for aviation.

JobKeeper that kept Dnata employees
from being able to access the scheme.
The Government has consistently
failed to help you and other aviation
workers, despite how much you’ll be
needed when the aviation industry
begins to recover. Instead it’s come to
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your future. That includes forecasting
of work for the next 12 to 24 months,
and ensuring that preferences are met
wherever possible, whether that’s
staying with the company or taking a
redundancy. In the meantime, we’re
keeping up the pressure on the Federal
Government to come forward with a

QANTAS
Qantas has taken more than
$800million in taxpayer money this
year – money which was meant to keep
workers in jobs. But while covid-19
has hit the aviation industry particularly
hard, it is undeniable that Qantas and
Jetstar are using the pandemic as an
excuse to axe and outsource their staff,
particularly as documents obtained by
the media show that these plans were
in the making 10 years ago. For you,
the loyal workers, to be cast aside and
discarded by a spiteful management at
a time of crisis and high unemployment
is wrong, and not the Spirit of Australia.
That’s why we’re fighting it with
everything we’ve got.
2500 jobs means 2500 families, often
with decades of service. We know that
this is an incredibly difficult time for
you all. Congratulations to everyone
who has tirelessly given your support
so far, with persistent calls and emails,
and attendance at protests, online
meetings and media events. We’ve
held National Days of Action, opened
a campaign office next door to Scott
Morrison’s, taken a letter to Alan Joyce
himself at his Sydney residence, held
our own ‘Qantas AGM’ and met with
politicians from all parties, gaining
support as far-reaching as signed
pledges of support, a co-signed letter

to the Qantas board and
even motions condemning
Qantas’ outsourcing tabled
in parliament.
We’re gaining the support
of the public online too. If you haven’t
yet, check out our campaign website
www.saveqantasjobs.com.au, and
follow our campaign Facebook page
at www.facebook.com/SaveQJobs.
We’re running adverts on social media
and Google to expose Qantas’ appalling
behaviour and warn other companies of
the repercussions of outsourcing good
jobs. Keep sharing our content online
using #SaveQantasJobs.
This fight is crucial. Our national carrier
must be held to account for this callous,
unAustralian move. If we accept this
from an iconic Australian brand without
a fight, what will the future of work look
like for generations to come?
What’s worse, Qantas workers were
given false hope that they’d be able to
bid for their jobs back. We’ve thrown
our all into this process, engaging Ernst
& Young to attempt to compete with
the third parties that were notified
of the outsourcing months before
workers. However, a process that
we always knew would be difficult
has shown that the odds are stacked

against workers. EY is working with
delegates on these bids, and we
must stand strong together and fight,
bringing the public and politicians along
with us.
The cracks are appearing in Qantas’
defences against their deplorable
actions. Most recent was their
spectacular loss in the Federal
Court over their misuse of the
JobKeeper scheme to pocket workers’
entitlements. Thanks to everyone who
helped us gather evidence for our case.
This is a huge win, and shows Qantas
that workers will fight hard for their
rights.
It is crucial moving forward that the
aviation industry remains united,
and the TWU will continue to work
towards bringing Qantas to the table.
At the same time, we will continue
to call for the Federal Government
to come forward with a national plan
for aviation. Keep up the support for
your fellow workers, use the hashtag
#SaveQantasJobs on social media.
We’ll continue to provide frequent
updates as they come.

SIGN THE PETITION AT
www.saveqantasjobs.com.au
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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2021:

THE FIGHT IS ON
We might all be glad to wave
good-bye to 2020 but our union is
looking forward to 2021 as a year to
continue the fight to change things
in our industry for the better.
In many ways 2020 has helped us
make the case for this.
As if Australia needed telling,
transport workers have been
recognised as essential workers
carrying out a critical service. They
have put themselves out on the
frontline to keep the country going
while lockdowns and shutdowns
were forced in other industries.
Truck drivers delivered essential
food, fuel and medicines across shut
state borders.
They raised their voices when they
found truck stops shut, unable to
get meals or hot showers, and got
states to make exemptions for them
as essential workers.
Drivers kept businesses open by
delivering online goods despite the
difficult conditions. Food delivery
riders and drivers in the gig economy
allowed people to self-isolate at
home and allowed restaurants to
stay in business.
Aviation workers kept the airports
open and allowed repatriation flights
to continue. While stood down from
their jobs in their thousands, aviation
workers continued to raise their
voices and challenge the companies
on moves to trash their industry:
from the Qantas move to outsource
2,500 ground workers, its misuse of
Jobkeeper payment as confirmed by
the Federal Court, to Bain’s attempts
to row back on its commitments
to run Virgin as a full service airline
with regional routes, an international
division, tiered classes, lounges and
6,000 jobs retained.
22
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TWU National Secretary
Michael Kaine reports

Aviation workers held the Federal
Government to account over its lack
of action and they will never allow
the Morrison Government to forget
how the likes of Dnata workers were
shut out of the Jobkeeper payment.
Despite the hundreds of millions in
taxpayers’ funding that the aviation
industry has received, the Federal
Government has no plan to save
jobs and to ensure that the jobs
that remain are decent jobs that will
allow aviation workers to support
their families.
We want a spotlight on this and we
will keep highlighting the need for a
plan for the industry’s survival.
Discussions continue between
unions, the Federal Government
and employer groups on industrial
relations reform. The employer
groups are fighting over how far they
should go on trying to strip away our
rights.
The TWU has participated in these
discussions in good faith along with
other unions, but we aren’t about to
allow them to drive conditions for
working families into the ground.

We will be stepping up our campaign
in 2021 to fight right across sectors
and industries for better standards in
transport.
Whether it’s at the airport, on the
highways, in the cities or in the
warehouses, we aim to bring our
fight for fairer, safer jobs right to the
doorsteps of the clients at the top of
the supply chains and to the doors of
parliaments.
2020 has demonstrated how
important transport workers are, so
2021 must be the year when we push
for the changes our industry needs.
We cannot allow the airlines and
aviation companies to pay their
CEOs fat salaries and bonuses while
they trash good jobs.
We cannot allow wealthy retailers
like Aldi and Amazon to continue
ignoring the desperate need for
fairness and safety in road transport.
This is why 2021 is the year
we pursue our campaigns with
relentless vigour. We need everyone
on board to make this a success so
make sure you are involved. Contact
your delegate or official today.

Take Your Kid to
Work Day
An 8 Year old girl went to
the office with her father
on “Take Your Kid to Work
Day.”
As they were walking
around the office, the
young girl started crying
and getting very cranky.
Her father asked what
was wrong with her.
As the staff gathered
round, she sobbed loudly:
“Daddy, where are all the
clowns that you said you
worked with?”

EUCALYPTUS STREET

DO NOT BE
AFRAID!

An Aussie phones an ambulance
because his mates’ just been hit by a
car…
Aussie: ‘Get an ambulance here quick!!
He’s bleeding from his nose and ears
and I think both his legs are broken.”
Operator: “What is your location sir?”
Aussie: “On Eucalyptus Street”
Operator: “How do you spell that sir?”
…… Silence ……. Heavy Breathing ….
And after a minute ……
Operator: “Are you there sir?”
More heavy breathing and another
minute later ………..

A TURKEY WAS CHATTING WITH A BULL
I would love to be able to get to the top of that tree,” sighed the turkey, “but I haven’t
got the energy”

Operator: “Sir, can you hear me?”

“Well” said the bull “Why don’t you nibble on some of my droppings? They’re packed
with nutrients and will give you the energy you need.”

This goes on for another few minutes
until …………

The Turkey didn’t second guess this, he pecked at a lump of dung, and found it actually
gave him enough strength to reach the lowest branch of the tree.

Operators: “Sir, please answer me. Can
you still hear me?”

The next day, after eating some more dung, the turkey reached the second branch.
Finally after a fourth night, the turkey was proudly perched at the top of the tree.

Aussies: “Yes, sorry bout dat…. I
couldn’t spell eucalyptus, so I just
dragged him around to Oak Street”

He was promptly spotted by a farmer who shot him out of the tree.
Moral of the story:
Bull Sh*t might get you to the top, but it won’t keep you there.
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TWU VETERANS GET INVOLVED IN DONNYBROOK
ROAD TRAUMA PREVENTION DAY

TWU veteran
Bruce Spaul reports

Veteran truck drivers from the TWU have their pilot program off the ground speaking to schools about mitigating
heavy vehicles & staying safe on the roads.
Spearheaded by Veterans of the TWU.
We have former professional truck
drivers visiting schools to speak with
learner drivers about the risks associated
with heavy vehicles on the road.
We were very lucky to be contacted
by a number of schools this year,
unfortunately due to covid, not all went
ahead.
But we were fortunate to visit
Donnybrook for the local high school’s
annual road trauma prevention day.
This day show cases the whole array
of emergency services involved in road
crashes.
From fire brigade to ambulance,
police and RAC helicopter.
The students even visit the
emergency ward at the local
hospital to speak with nurses
and professionals about the
impact of road crashes on
those services.
The TWU Veterans were a part
of the day this year to show the
students the impact of a heavy
vehicle in the mix too.
How big a blind spot is on a
truck.

The stopping distance required for heavy
vehicles and how best to overtake a
heavy vehicle.

“These pearls of wisdom
from experienced truck
drivers go a long way
in assisting students
understand and
accept their role on
the road.”

These pearls of wisdom from
experienced truck drivers go a long way
in assisting students understand and
accept their role on the road.
The TWU Veterans would like to
thank Donnybrook high school and
Donnybrook police for organising the
day and giving us the opportunity to be
involved. And South West express for
donating their SCANIA with refrigerated
pan semi trailer that sat alongside
TWU Veteran Eric’s semi-rigid, for the
students to climb into.
Overall it was a really good
day and we look forward to be
involved again in the future.

If you’d
like to contr
ibute in
any way to th
e program,
either
donating a tr
uck, offering
expertise or
have a parti
cular school
yo
u
think could
benefit from
hearing from
u
s, please do
hesitate to d
n’t
rop a line w
it
h the T WU
office on 63
13 3000 and
we’ll
get back to
you.

PHOTOS OF WHAT THE STUDENTS WERE IN FOR ON THE DAY!
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The Mother In Law
My Husband and I were dressed and ready to
go out for a lovely evening of dinner and theatre.
Having been burgled in the past, we turned on a
‘night light’ and then put the cat in the backyard.
When our Uber arrived, we walked out our front
door and our rather tubby cat scooted between
our legs and went inside, then ran up the stairs.
Because our cat likes to chase our parakeet we
didn’t want to leave them unchaperoned so my
husband ran inside to retrieve her and put her in
the backyard again.
Because I didn’t want the Uber driver to know
our house was going to be empty all evening, I
explained to him that my husband would be out
momentarily as he was just bidding goodnight
to my mother.
A few minutes later he got into the Uber all hot
and flustered, and said (to my growing horror
and amusement) as the car pulled away, “Sorry
it took so long, but the stupid bitch was hiding
under the bed and I had to poke her ass with a
coat hanger to get her to come out! She tried
to take off so I grabbed her in a blanket so she
wouldn’t scratch me like she did last time. But it
worked! I hauled her fat ass down the stairs and
threw her into the backyard… she had better not
shit in the backyard again”
The silence in the Uber was deafening….

Hold Your Hats
An old lady was standing at the railing
of a cruise ship holding her hat on
tight so that it would not blow off in
the wind
A gentleman approached her and
said: ‘Pardon me, madam. I do not
intend to be forward, but did you
know that your dress is blowing up in
this high wind?’
“Yes, I know,” said the lady, “I need

both hands to hold onto this hat”
“But, madam, you are not wearing
anything under your dress, and your
privates are exposed!” said the
gentleman in earnest
The women looked down, then back
up at the man and replied…..
“Sir, anything you see down there
is 85 years old. I just bought this hat
yesterday!”

Gender Studies
Two babies were sitting in their
cribs, when one baby shouted to
the other, “Are you a little girl or
little boy?”
“I don’t know,” replied the other
baby giggling.
“What do you mean you don’t
know?” said the first baby,
“I mean I don’t know how to tell
the difference,” was the reply.
“Well, I do,” said the first baby
chuckling, I’ll climb into your crib
and find out.”

The first baby carefully got into
the other baby’s crib, then quickly
disappeared under the blankets.
After a few minutes, the baby
resurfaced with a big smile on its
face.
“You’re a little girl, and I’m a little
boy,” said the baby proudly.
“You’re ever so clever,” said the
baby girl, “but how can you tell?”
“Its quite easy really,” replied the
baby boy, “you’ve got pink socks
and I’ve got blue ones.”
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SUPPORTING WASTE TO WAGES
Shadow Assistant Minister for Road Safety and Labor Senator for Western Australia, Glenn Sterle, got back
behind the wheel of a truck to deliver a road train full of pre-loved and unwanted furniture from Perth to
Kununurra to support local families in the East Kimberley.
Prior to entering Parliament Glenn was a
furniture removalist. His regular run was
between Perth and Darwin.
“It’s been a long time since I have driven
the 3,000 kilometres to Kununurra but I
am looking forward to going back to my
roots, putting my boots on and getting
back behind the wheel to support local
Aboriginal families in the East Kimberley
and the incredibly important work being
done by the Revive Recycling Centre in
Kununurra,” Senator Sterle said.
Established in mid-2017 by East
Kimberley Job Pathways (EKJP) (owned
in partnership by Wunan Aboriginal
Corporation and the Kununurra Region
Economic Aboriginal Corporation),
Revive operates as a ‘Waste to Wages’
social enterprise. While on wages with
Revive, job seekers are supported to
gain skills and experience to obtain
sustainable employment in the open
labour market, which in turn creates
opportunities for successive job seekers.
The ‘Waste to Wages’ program trains
and employs Aboriginal youth to collect
and repair recyclable items for their
recycling store.
The workers repair old furniture and
push bikes as well as create art out of
used materials which are then sold on
to the local community at an affordable
price.
Families come from as far away as
Balgo, Halls Creek and Kalumburu to
purchase these much-needed items.

EKJP underpins all costs
associated with operating
the enterprise and utilises
funds derived through the
sale of products, namely
furniture, to directly employ
vulnerable Aboriginal job
seekers on a supported
wage.
Senator Sterle has
partnered with ACFS Port
Logistics, the Western
Roads Federation, Keys –
The Moving Solution and
members of the WA Labor
Party and broader community to support
Revive’s ‘Waste to Wages’ program.
Arthur Tzaneros at ACFS Port Logistics
donated a brand new 2653 Mercedes
Benz Prime Mover with fuel, a trailer and
dolly for the journey. The Prime Mover
was covered in local indigenous livery to
mark the occasion.
Cam Dumesny, CEO of the Western
Roads Federation, has assisted with
the coordination of the project and will
be travelling with Senator Sterle to
Kununurra and back.
Nick D’Adamo and his team at Keys
– The Moving Solution in Canning
Vale assisted with loading and storing
furniture that has been donated by
generous community members and
members of the WA Labor Party from
across the Perth metro area and as far
south as Margaret River.

In addition to this, Nick has donated a
significant amount of extra furniture that
will also be delivered and a trailer for it
to be transported in. Nick and four of
his staff also very generously donated
their own time on a Saturday morning
recently to load all of the furniture in
preparation for departure.
Senator Sterle would also like to thank
Daimler who has donated merchandise
to deliver to Kununurra, Senator Louise
Pratt for the donation of art supplies
which will be delivered during the
journey, North West Quarries who
have provided accommodation and a
BBQ and Scott Huntsman from AllCast PPE Supplies who donated 1800
Australian made medical face masks to
support the local community and health
practitioners.

GLENN & HIS TEAM PULLING TOGETHER TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN PEOPLE’S LIVES
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UNION MEMBERS MUST KEEP
CAMPAIGNING FOR PORTABLITY
OF LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The role of leave entitlements in
today’s hectic and demanding working
life are vital.
However, the rise of insecure work
means leave entitlements, as they
currently stand, should be revised and
updated.
The Covid-19 pandemic has shown
clearly the negative impacts of
insecure work on our society.
Workers without sick leave have been
forced to go to work or not get paid,
as industries shut workers in insecure
work have found themselves without
annual leave or other forms of leave to
fall back on for support.
This has required dramatic Government
intervention.
However, the consequences of
insecure work are not new.
Workers in insecure work regularly
report having substandard employment
conditions and entitlements.
The McKell Institute report, titled
‘The Case for a National Portable
Long Service Leave Scheme in
Australia’ (2013) estimated that 33%
of Australian workers did not have any
access or entitlement to long service
leave at all.

in Victoria.
In Victoria contract cleaners, security
and community services industries or
simply industries where intermittent
and casual employment is a feature of
the industry.

“If victoria
can provide
industries like
contract
cleaners, community
services & security
Portable Long Service
Leave, why can’t WA?
In 2017 when Broadspectrum won the
Department of Corrective Services
contract from Serco for prison officers,
our TWU members went from wearing
one uniform and holding on to years of
entitlements, to overnight, wearing a
new uniform and having those accruals
stripped from them.

If a portable long service leave scheme
existed, those entitlements would
be paid by their employer into a bank
and it would follow them to every
workplace, ensuring these workers
could take their long service leave at 7
years.
Or sick, personal, or annual leave
whenever they needed it.
Portable long service leave would
mean workers were again able to
access leave entitlements after a
sustained period in the workforce.
It would encourage workers to take
holidays or breaks to spend more time
with their families. In addition, portable
long service leave would provide
substantial benefits to employers
including the retention and increased
productivity of staff.
These schemes have proven
themselves over the longer term to be
of a financial advantage to businesses
as the investments from these
schemes become self funding over
time, allowing for a gradual reduction
of future contributions from employers.

Long service leave provides a much
needed break from the demands and
stresses of work, to encourage rest
and recovery before again returning to
work.
Long service leave is not a ‘reward’
for years of service to a particular
employer, it is an earned entitlement
that has been circumvented by
employers through the use of a
casualised workforce.
One way to resolve these issues would
be for the WA State Government to
implement a portable long service
leave scheme like they have in the
construction industry or like they have

BROADSPECTRUM CS&CS WORKERS WHO WOULD BENEFIT
FROM PORTABLE LONG SERVICE LEAVE
The Wheel Christmas 2020
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EVERYONES’ RESPONSIBILITY

Our in-house legal, ADAM DZIECIOL, outlines some legal consequences
all drivers should be aware of when it comes to Chain of Responsibilty
legislation and your rights as a driver under CoR - READ MORE
If you are involved in the transport of
freight by road you should be aware
of the Chain of Responsibility rules
(CoR).
CoR applies to everyone involved in
the transport chain, the customer
for whom the freight is transported,
transport companies AND drivers.
CoR was introduced to improve
road safety, to reduce infrastructure
damage, and to promote a level
playing field for industry.
The CoR law has been in operation
in WA for just over 5 years, however,
there are transport operators out
there, who are only paying lip service
to CoR.
We hear about transport companies,
including substantial ones, that
require drivers to transport freight
containers from one part of the
metropolitan area to another, without
a container weight declaration
(“CWD”), or any information at all
about the weight of the container,
and/or about the distribution of the
weight in the containers.
As well, some transport companies
do not take vehicle mass limits
seriously.
Those companies work on the basis
that the most important thing is to get
the freight, whether it is a container,
or general freight to its destination at
the lowest cost.
And they do that by placing as much
weight on a vehicle they consider
that they can get away with, or
alternatively, not caring all that much
whether a truck may be overloaded.
Transport operators like that, are
prepared to take the risk of exceeding
a vehicles’ weight limit, as they know
that the risks of getting caught are
reasonably low.
Therefore, drivers who work for those
types of transport operators regularly
28
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have to drive trucks that are over the
maximum allowed mass limit for that
vehicle, either in total, or in relation to
particular axle groups, particularly, the
drive axles.

“Some companies work
on the basis that the
MOST important thing is
to get the
freight to its
destination at
the lowest cost.“
It is a breach of the law for a driver to
drive a heavy vehicle that is over the
permitted mass limits.
The Road Traffic (Vehicles) Act 2012
(“RTV Act”) imposes penalties for
exceeding mass limits, with the
greater the amount by which the
vehicle has exceeded its mass limit,
the greater the penalty.
As well, the RTV act provides that
a freight container that is being
transported by road in Western
Australia, must have a CWD.
There are no exceptions to this,
and that rule applies, whether the
container is being transported to a
customer in another part of the state,
or to a container terminal for export.
Further, the RTV Act 2012 makes it
very clear, in s. 88(1), that:
(1) A person must not drive
… a vehicle loaded with a
consigned freight container
on a road in this State
[unless] the driver … of the
vehicle has been provided
with a complying container
weight declaration relating to
the container.

In other words, it is unlawful for
a driver to transport a freight
container, in WA without a CWD.
The penalty for doing this is up to
$2,500.00.
Accordingly, when a driver is directed
by their employer to transport
containers without a valid CWD, then
the driver can refuse to do that.
One thing that many drivers may
not be aware of is that if a driver
has to go to court in relation to
a CoR breach, then, if the driver
is found guilty of the offence,
particularly, in relation to mass,
loading and dimension breaches,
the court may suspend their driver’s
licence either generally or of a
specified kind, or disqualify them
from driving a particular class of
vehicle (section 124).
If you have concerns that your
employer is regularly breaching its
CoR obligations, then you can report
those concerns to the relevant
authorities, namely, Worksafe WA, or
Main Roads WA.
Section 105 of the RTV Act imposes
substantial penalties, which may
include a fine of up to $10,000.00, if
the employer dismisses an employee,
or a contractor, or disadvantages
them in their employment, because
they have made a complaint regarding
breaches, or suspected CoR
breaches.
Therefore, if you have concerns that
your employer is engaging in unsafe
practices in relation to the transport
of freight by road, and is breaching
its CoR obligations, then you should
contact the TWU, and we can provide
you with advice regarding that issue.

INCIDENT RESPONSE SERVICES WIN!
Incident responders contracted by
MainRoads had a big win recently,
when their employer agreed in
principal to change their award from
the miscellaneous award to the Road
Transport Distribution Award (RTDA), but
with some further discussion to be had.

What else worth celebrating is that
this process has opened the lines of
communication with these workers’
employer, AAAC Towing.

This comes in addition to an already
agreed pay-rise of $4 an hour more
which will be back paid to these workers
from February 14, 2020.

But the management at
AAAC don’t like this image
and want to take steps to
clean up the industry.

However, it is not JUST the increase in
wages that these workers will benefit
from.
The Road Transport Distribution award
includes better provisions around
overtime & weekend rates as well as
additional allowances.
During publication of this Wheel
magazine, the group have just received
their back pay for a $4 per hour increase
dating back to Feb the 14th.
This was a massive result with a lot
of members receiving more than they
initially thought.

The towing industry has always been a
thorn in the side of transport, attracting
unscrupulous types.

report from Lead organiser Jason Walters
protected, so they can protect all road
users.
Congratulations to the workers who
fought with their TWU to make this
change.
Another reason it pays to be union!

Opening these lines of
communication has been
productive for everyone.
And the TWU has agreed
to support AAAC where we
can in cleaning up the Towing
industry.
When the role of these
workers is paramount to the
safety of other road users,
it is so important that their
health, safety
and job security are

LOCKED IN A GREAT AGREEMENT AT JD’S
It’s been a time coming but finally the hard work of these
staunch TWU members at JD Containers had paid off.
It has been a very long road but after 18
months of perseverance the employees
at JD’s have finally reached agreement
with their EBA.
There was some pretty hard bargaining
and the workers stuck to their guns to get
some good improvements.
Ian Robinson (Delegate) and Tony
Laurendi did a great job as bargaining
reps and can now reap the rewards of all
that hard work.
During the process the membership
grew back to where it should be and has
resulted in a strong yard ready to take on
anything.
It wasn’t all bad news for the company
they got a couple of things into the new
agreement which will benefit both the
workers and JD’s who are picking up a
fair bit of work and contracts.
Some of the wins included:
• 4-year deal, back paid
• Wage rise of 1.6% each year (6.4%)
• New Phone allowance
• Increased local meal allowance
• 1 hour extra for callouts

Says TWU organiser

• Prestarts paid, unpaid Hot start
CHRIS NELSON
rejected
• RDO’s for flexibility and more time at
JD’s are flat out and still winning work
home
even though they are now paying the
highest of all the Port yards.
• Long Distance payments introduced
at above award rates
Harvey Mack, owner of JD’s is from the
old school. And he knows that when you
o Overnight allowance well above
look after your employees, they will look
award
after you!
o Meal allowance on top of
Overnights
Now we need to stay strong together to
protect what we’ve won, well done guys
o Extra hour for breakdowns
keep up the great work.
o Hourly rate paid
for all non-driving
duties
This agreement has got
to be one of the best
around with company
paid income protection
and 12.5% super as
well.
It just goes to show
that pay rises and
improved conditions
during these hard times
can still be achieved
with union power.
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TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNDING
The road to a more sustainable network for WA traffic
explains WA Transport Minister Rita Saffioti

The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a
light on how vital the workers in the
transport industry – whether they be
truckies or couriers, and bus drivers or
taxi drivers - are to our way of life.
Every day the drivers who move our
road freight and the drivers who move
our passengers do a great job, and
every Western Australian owes them
thanks for this essential work.
I’m proud to take the opportunity to
update readers of “The Wheel” on the
McGowan Labor Government record
of investment in WA roads.

Our Road Investment Record
Our latest State Budget marked
four years since the Barnett Liberal
Government’s last Budget, handed
down in 2016. I’ve compared our
record with what they said they would
do in their published four-year road
funding plan.
The value of the road projects we have
delivered since coming to government
in 2017 has easily outstripped the
Barnett government’s plans. While
we’re rolling out METRONET, this
has not been at the expense of road
funding, and money allocated to
Roe 8 was redirected to other road
construction priorities.
In our first three full years from mid2017 to mid-2020, we have actually
delivered over $3.5 billion in road
upgrades – over 450 million more than
was budgeted for that period in the
final Barnett government budget.
This includes completed projects in
the metropolitan area like:
• Northlink
• The Mitchell Freeway Extension
from Burns Beach to Hester
Avenue
• Upgrading Armadale Road from
Anstey Road to Tapper Road
• Kwinana Freeway Access
to Murdoch Activity Centre
(Murdoch Drive Connection)
• Wanneroo Road and Ocean
Reef Road interchange
30
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• Reid Highway - Altone Road to
West Swan Road
• Kwinana Freeway - Smart
Freeway
Projects underway or about to begin
include:
• Tonkin Highway - Gap - Collier
Road to Great Eastern Highway
upgrades
• Tonkin Highway Extension Stage 3 Thomas Road to South
Western Highway
• Tonkin Highway Grade
Separations - Kelvin Road,
Welshpool Road and Hale Road
• Armadale Road - North Lake
Road Bridge over Kwinana
Freeway
• Swan River Crossings –
Fremantle Traffic Bridge
upgrades

• Stephenson Avenue Extension
• Leach Highway - Welshpool
Road Interchange
In our 2020 budget, we allocated a
further $5.5 billion over the next four
years for further road investment.

Regional Road Investment
I am especially proud of our boost to
investment upgrading our regional
roads. In our first three full years
from mid-2017 to mid-2020, we have
actually delivered over $1.75 billion in
regional road upgrades – more than
double the $770 million that was
budgeted for that period in the final
Barnett government budget.
This includes projects like:
• Broome-Cape Leveque Road

• Mitchell Freeway Extension Hester Avenue to Romeo Road

• Great Northern Highway Maggie Creek to Wyndham

• Great Eastern Highway Bypass
- Roe Highway (including
Abernethy Road)

• Great Eastern Highway
upgrades - Southern Cross to
Coolgardie

• Bow River Bridge
• Marble Bar Road - Coongan
Gorge Realignment
• Great Eastern Highway Anzac Drive to Gatacre Drive
• Indian Ocean Drive Safety
Improvements
• Albany Highway - Williams
Townsite and Bridges
• Reconstruction of Albany Lake
Grace Road & Construction of
Two Bridges
We’ve budgeted to spend over $2.5
billion upgrading regional roads over
the next four years.

Regional Road Safety
Program:
Finally, I’d like to put a special
spotlight on our plans to improve the
safety of regional roads.
We lobbied the Federal Government

to partner with us on a Regional
Road Safety Program developed
by Main Roads, and successfully
secured an initial commitment earlier
this year to $80 million of funding.
Combined with a State Government
investment of $20 million, more
than 1,400 kilometres of roads in
each region of Western Australia
will be treated with shoulder sealing
and audible edge lines – delivering
the first year of a proposed 9 year
program.
These treatments greatly reduce the
number of ‘run off road’ crashes,
which can result in severe trauma
and are more common in regional
areas. Modelling undertaken using
roads where the same safety
treatments have been introduced
shows when the full 9-year program
has been completed, it could reduce
deaths and serious crashes in
regional WA by 60 per cent.

Now, after the latest Federal budget,
we will have the opportunity to
accelerate and scale up this initial
investment so that we can deliver
half of the original 9-year program – a
total of $450 million -by mid-2022!
We know how important good
quality regional roadside rest stops
and amenities for drivers – we are
committed to working with the TWU,
industry and the Commonwealth
Government to see how we can
continue to improve these facilities
across regional Western Australia.

Conclusion
We know safer, better roads means
safer journeys for drivers. Thank
you for all the work you do. We will
continue to work with the TWU and
industry to ensure we are delivering
on what WA’s truckies need.

UPGRADES TO SECTIONS OF INDIAN
OCEAN DRIVE WITH ADDED LANES

WIDENING WORKS ON GREAT EASTERN HIGHWAY

START OF CONSTRUCTION ON STAGE 3 OF SOUTH
COAST HIGHWAY UPGRADES INCLUDING THE
WIDENING OF THE HIGHWAY
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TWU Owner Driver Guideline Rates

Based on Vehicles 5 YEARS OLD & Diesel Price Averages in October 2020
METROPOLITAN

NOVEMBER 2020

Based on diesel fuel
cost of 119.1c per litre
(inc GST)

Based on diesel fuel cost of
123.1 per litre
(inc GST)

Based on diesel fuel cost of
135.1c per litre
(inc GST)

Vehicles 5 Years old

One Driver

One Driver

One Driver

Heavy Vehicle Type

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

Rate per km
(exc GST)

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

Rate per km
(exc GST)

5 Tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$57.47

$76.25

$1.15

$77.91

$1.18

8 Tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$59.51

$79.10

$1.19

$80.77

$1.22

15 Tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$65.48

$87.27

$1.32

$88.94

$1.34

22.5 Tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$72.40

$98.24

$1.48

$100.27

$1.51

Prime mover (haulier)
2 axles, 31.5 tonne GVM

$77.36

$105.58

$1.59

$108.61

$1.64

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 1 trailer
42.5 tonne GVM

$83.90

$111.00

$1.67

$114.40

$1.73

Pocket road train (haulier)
79 tonne GVM

$94.03

$128.53

$1.94

$133.44

$2.01

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 2 trailers
79 tonne GVM

$93.81

$128.53

$1.94

$133.44

$2.01

$142.35

$2.15

$147.59

$2.23

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 3 trailers
122.5 tonne GVM
$89.31

$117.62

$3.55

$121.02

$3.66

Prime mover + 2 trailers
79 tonne GVM

$107.18

$146.38

$4.42

$152.16

$4.60

$172.08

$5.20

$178.08

$5.38

$147.11

$4.44

$151.60

$4.58

B-Double
62.5 tonne GVM
PLEASE NOTE
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REGIONAL

Prime mover + 1 trailer
42.5 tonne GVM

Prime mover + 3 trailers
122.5 tonne GVM



NORTH WEST

RATES

$107.68

The above rates have been derived from a comprehensive
schedule of Owner Driver costings compiled by an independant
consultant
They are based on vehicles that are 5+years old.
The Regional Hauler rates are for all kilometres travelled on a
return trip
The Regional Full-Rigger rates are based on a ONE WAY TRIP
Diesel prices are based on correct data at the time and were
severely affected by Covid-19
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The TWU maintains that the Guideline Rates in the above schedule
are the minimum payments for running a safe and sustainable
owner truck driver operation.
The TWU will assist owner-driver members in negotiating
appropriate safe and sustainable rates with prime contractors
& hirers.
Authorised by State Secretary TIM DAWSON

1800 657 477

ANNA STEWART PROGRAM
The Anna Stewart program is held annually & interested women must apply for the program through their Union.
Anna Stewart, a former journalist and
active Victorian union official from 1974 to
1983, died tragically in 1983, aged 35.
Her involvement with the union
movement began at a time when women
workers comprised one-third of the paid
workforce, but the few industries in which
women were employed offered jobs that
were poorly paid, lacked job security and
skills recognition.
A prime consideration motivating Anna
was the need to develop strategies to
involve women workers directly in their
union’s decision making.
Anna turned to the views of rank and file
women to develop policies and strategies
to address the issues confronting working
women and to facilitate the important
contributions that women can make to the
trade union movement.
With the Federated Furnishing Trades
Society of Australia, Anna Stewart
successfully spear-headed the first bluecollar union campaign for maternity leave
provisions.
At the time Anna was in the late stages of
pregnancy with her third child.

This was felt to be particularly appropriate
in light of statistics that showed that,
despite the large number of women
joining trade unions, women were still
under-represented in decision making
structures.

“Strong networks &
support for our union
delegates & activists
has never been more
important”
It was designed to give participants
unique levels of access to union
organisations, and to develop their
awareness of the ways in which unions
can work to redress the discrimination
and exploitation of women workers in
Australia.
This year we had one TWU women,
Rozzie Klomp attend the program.
Rozzie works as an Industrial Services
Operator at Cleanaway (formerly
Tox Free) Karratha and is the only

woman on the team.
“Sometimes we are the first, but we
will not be the last” said Rozzie about
the program and being a woman in a
male dominated occupation. “But most
importantly women need to band together
when we have the chance and leave the
place better than when we first set foot in
it, not just for other women but people in
general.”
Rozzie said she most enjoyed the
networking aspect of the program.
Meeting likeminded women from other
unions and hearing the stories of their
workplaces and how they overcame
issues. “There is a lot I learnt from this
program I’ll take back and share with my
workmates”.
The Anna Stewart program is held
annually, and women must apply for the
program through their union.
If you’re interested in attending the next
program (around September 2021) please
contact the WA Branch of your TWU at
info@twuwa.org.au

After Anna’s death, a number of her
trade union friends and colleagues met to
determine the most appropriate means
by which her work and life could be
remembered.
The founders of the Memorial felt that
a project based around the Working
Women’s Charter demand for increased
involvement in trade unions was
immediately relevant to Anna’s memory
and to the needs of the female workforce.

ROZZIE ATTENDED THE PROGRAM
ALONGSIDE WOMEN FROM OTHER UNIONS

ACFS SITE BBQ
The guys at ACFS were recently paid
a visit by the big blue TWU van and
organisers to have a BBQ to lift their
spirits. Things had been a bit grim
earlier this year at ACFS, with not much
work and Covid impacting everyone’s
hours and pay there were some worried
faces around the yard.
These tough as nails transport workers,
weathered the storm and it’s great to
see they have picked up some contracts
like Kmart to get things ticking along a
lot better and employing more drivers.
It just goes to show how a company
paying good union rates can still win
work and don’t have to join the race to
the bottom.

report from TWU organiser
CHRIS NELSON

A new TWU delegate has recently been
elected for members out there too,
making sure the yard stays strong and
new employees get inducted into the
TWU so together we can win.
It won’t be long before we are
negotiating the next agreement and
need everyone on board to take up the
challenge.
Pictured here, a group of members from
ACFS at Fremantle speaking with their
organiser at the end of shift and just
before the afternoon shift starts, getting
both groups of transport workers
together for a yarn.
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CHANGES TO WORKERS COMPENSATION
RIGHTS FOR INJURED WORKERS

Our mates at Slater + Gordon lawyers give an update of some important changes to
workers compensation entitlements. READ MORE.
On 12 October 2020, changes to workers
compensation entitlements came into effect in
Western Australia. These changes are a result
of the McGowan Labor Government addressing
priority issues with the workers compensation
system in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These amendments will further support workers
who have suffered an injury or illness at work.
Under the Workers’ Compensation and
Injury Management Amendment (COVID-19
Response) Act 2020, the key improvements for
injured workers include:
1. Establishing a presumption of work-related
injury for COVID-19 contracted by health
care workers,
2. Discontinuing the common law termination
day,
3. Providing for a revised notice to be given to
workers about common law claims,
4. Providing for email service of liability
decision notices to workers from insurers
and self-insurers; and
5. Providing for annual indexation of capped
worker entitlements.
The presumption of work-related injury for
COVID-19 contracted by health care workers
Health care workers are at a heightened risk
of contracting COVID-19 and provision for a
rebuttable presumption of a work injury will
ensure they are supported in the workers’
compensation scheme should they contract the
disease. If the conditions as set out below are
met the employment is, for the purposes of the
Act, taken to have been a contributing factor
and to have contributed to a significant degree,
to the prescribed disease COVID-19, unless the
employer proves the contrary:

• The worker is diagnosed as having COVID-19
by a medical practitioner in accordance with
the regulated test process and procedures
set out in the Act, or the workers dies as
result of contracting COVID-19 before they
are diagnosed based on test results.
• The worker is in prescribed employment as
set out in the Act on the date on which the
worker is taken to have suffered the injury
(date of diagnosis or date of death).
• If the worker dies as result of contracting
COVID-19 before they are diagnosed based
on a prescribed test result - The worker is in
prescribed employment (see below) on the
date on which the worker is taken to have
suffered the injury (date of diagnosis or date
of death)
• The day on which the worker is taken to
have suffered the injury is on or after 16
February 2020.
Discontinuance of the common law
termination day
What is a Common Law Claim?
• A common law claim in workers
compensation is a claim for damages where
a worker can prove “fault” in the form of
negligence or breach of a statutory duty by
an employer.
• An injured worker may be able to pursue a
common law claim if the injured worker has
sustained at least a 15% permanent whole
person impairment.
What are the changes to the law that effect
making a common law claim?
• Prior to the commencement of the Workers’
Compensation and Injury Management

Amendment (COVID-19 Response) Act
2020, workers were required to make an
election to pursue common law damages by
a specified termination day.
• The current changes mean that there is no
longer a specified termination date, and the
limitation periods under the Limitation Act
2005 now apply.
• This means that even if the termination date
has expired but the injured worker is within
the limitation period (generally 3 years from
the date of sustaining injury), an injured
worker may still have an option to pursue
common law damages.
• The amendments do not negate the need
for a workers to have been assessed with a
whole person impairment of at least 15%,
nor does it negate the requirement to make
an election prior to issuing proceedings.
For more information on the recent changes to
workers compensation law, head to:
www.workcover.wa.gov.au/resources/
legislation-rules-amendments/recent-legislativeamendments/
About Slater and Gordon
Slater and Gordon have proudly partnered with
the TWU and represented its members for
many years, having won $1.8 million dollars in
compensation for TWU members in the last
financial year alone.
If you would like advice about workers
compensation, contact the TWU today on
(08) 6313 3000 for a referral to Slater and
Gordon Lawyers.   

PRESERVE SAVINGS – SAVE THE PLANET
Changing a few household habits can benefit your finances and the environment.
If the cost of necessities and your cash
savings are keeping you awake at night,
you’re not alone.
The latest Household Financial Comfort
Report (HFCR) from industry super fundowned ME Bank, show these are among the
biggest sources of stress for Australians.
Living sustainably can help. Check out our
seven ‘R’s to save money – and the planet.
1. Reduce
Cutting living costs can also support the
environment. As a guide, Australians
collectively fork out over $5 billion dollars
annually in water bills . An 8-minute shower
uses around 120 litres of water , so try using
a timer to cut showers back to five minutes
or less. It can see your water bills reduce
to a trickle while saving precious water
resources.
2. Recycle
Each year, garage sales prevent around 3
million kilograms of pre-loved stuff heading
to landfill – it can also be a chance to pocket
extra cash. Even if you can’t hold a garage
sale, sell your unwanted items online and
watch the dollars roll in.

3. Re-grow
Australians spend around $20 each week
on veggies , or about $1,000 annually. Yet
it’s easy to grow your own. It means fewer
trips to the shop, plus the health benefits of
organic produce.
You may not even need to pay for
seedlings. Save the seeds from tomatoes or
cucumbers, plant them in a container – an
old egg carton is fine, and watch your crop
grow. Fresh celery can be grown from a
celery base, and potatoes can be planted to
grow…even more potatoes.
4. Reconsider
Reconsider impulse buys. Hit the ‘pause’
button by walking away for 10 minutes if
you’re in-store, or hold off for half an hour if
you’re shopping online. Taking a breather can
help you decide if the purchase will just end
up in a landfill while leaving a hole in your
bank account.
5. Remember
Don’t forget your keep-cup if you’re heading
out for a take-away coffee. Around one
billion disposable coffee cups hit landfills
each year in Australia , and plenty of cafés

offer discounts if you remember to BYO cup.
Keep-cups also make a handy container for
takeaway salads and soups.
6. Rethink
Rethink how you do things. The sharing
economy makes it easy to cut costs.
Car-sharing apps for instance provide
quick access to a vehicle when you need
it – without the ongoing expense of car
ownership. If you can get by with pedestrian
or pedal power the rest of the time, you’ll be
doing the planet (and your bank balance) a
favour.
7. Review
Electricity costs are set to fall by 7% over
the next year, and renewables are driving
prices down . Check if you could save by
switching power providers by heading to the
Energy Made Easy site.
Try one or two ideas or embrace them all.
Chances are you’ll cut living costs, free up
cash to grow savings – and the planet will be
all the better for your efforts.
Members Equity Bank Limited ABN 56 070 887
679 AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 229500.
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GIG ECONOMY:
Delivery riders, like many other
transport workers, have been heroes
of the pandemic, getting food to our
doors even at the height of lockdowns.
But despite their importance, they are
treated as nothing less than disposable,
lacking even the most basic of working
rights.
Diego de Franco is one of those riders.
He was sacked by Deliveroo in April
after working for the company for three
years, forcing him, his wife and baby
to struggle financially. Deliveroo said it
sacked him because of slow deliveries
without giving a warning or specifying
where or when the problem arose, and
gave only seven days’ notice.
Diego’s case for unfair dismissal by
Deliveroo, supported by the TWU,
has huge implications for the gig
economy. This industry is not a shiny
new business model, it’s old-fashioned
exploitation, with no minimum pay or
standards for workers. A survey showed
delivery riders earn on average $10 an
hour after costs, with 88% noticing a
decrease in their pay over time. What’s
more, riders’ employment can be
terminated at any time like in Diego’s
situation. This is an industry that needs
urgent reform.

OUT OF THE FRYING PAN
& INTO THE FIRE

Separately from Diego, TWU is also
supporting Jeremy Rhind in a wage
theft case against Deliveroo. It is
crucial to call out the obscenely unfair
treatment faced by food delivery
workers. This is not only a personal
struggle for many workers, or even a
national one – it’s a global fight against
an employment model that is exploiting
vulnerable people.

“This industry is not
a shiny new business
model. It is old
fashioned exploitation.”
Not only do gig economy companies
deliberately structure their businesses
to deny workers’ rights, there is a
devastating impact on safety when
workers are engaged in a race to the
bottom. In the past couple of months,
three delivery riders have been killed on
the job, with a survey of riders showing
73% are worried about being seriously
injured or killed at work. Even worse,
SafeWork was not made aware of
these riders’ deaths were until the TWU
reported them. Companies tout the

importance of giving riders “flexibility,”
but it is crucial that they first have
minimum standards and pay to prevent
these tragedies from occurring.
There have, however, been positive
steps in the past few months towards
creating better outcomes for gig
economy workers. Recently, NSW
Labor introduced legislation into the
NSW Parliament which would mandate
personal protective equipment for
riders – a necessity considering the
dangerous conditions they’re exposed
to. That follows on from a groundbreaking Victorian inquiry into the sector
highlighted the urgent need for the
Federal Government to intervene, and
for an independent body to investigate
denial of rights to gig workers. Daniel
Mookhey, Shadow Minister for the
gig economy, is now chairing a NSW
Parliament inquiry into the industry.
The TWU won a case for unfair sacking
against Foodora in 2018, and it is
hoped that Diego and Jeremy’s cases
will further expose this sham industry,
and lead the way to better rights for
gig workers. What is clear is that the
Federal Government must have a role
in this if minimum standards are to be
upheld in the industry.

UBER EATS IN THE NORTH WEST?
I look forward to seeing you around the traps
TWU Organiser Mick Connolly has
recently put the finishing touches on a
TWU portable snag cooker that is making
its way around parking bays throughout
the north west.
Mick is using this BBQ tool as a way to
start conversations with truck drivers
and what they think can improve in their
industry.

says Mick Connolly

Unfortunately, it’s not what it used to
be in the family owned roadhouses of
yesteryear.
The multinationals that have taken over
service stations treat us like cattle and
serve us whatever sinew costs them less.
Drivers are having these conversations
and talking about these issues over a snag

and a cool drink and that is where change
begins.
Keep an eye on my personal facebook
page @Mick Connolly or the TWU WA
facebook page for my whereabouts and
I look forward to speaking with you and
seeing you around the traps.

Truck drivers in the north west want to
see better parking bays, with clean and
safe amenities.
They also want fresher and healthier food
options at truck stops when they’re away
from home.
There is only so much an Engel can hold
and sometimes when time is skint, you
don’t have the capacity to stock up for
long journeys.
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Last
Laugh
“THREE PINTS”
A man walks into a pub. The bartender asks
him: “What’ll you have?”
The man says: “Give me three pints of beer
please.”
So the bartender brings him three pints and
the man proceeds to alternately sip one, then
the other, then the third until they’re gone. He
then orders three more.
The bartender says: “Sir, I know you like
them cold. You don’t have to order three at a
time. I can keep an eye on it and when you
get low I’ll bring you a fresh cold one.”
The man says: “You don’t understand. I
have two brothers, both living in different

countries. We made a vow to each other that
every Saturday night we’d still drink together.
So right now, my brothers have three pints
too, and we’re drinking together.”
The bartender thought that was a wonderful
tradition. Every week the man came in and
ordered three beers. Then one week he came
in and ordered only two. He drank them and
then ordered two more.
The bartender said to him: “I know what your
tradition is, and I’d just like to say that I’m
sorry that one of your brothers has passed.”
The man said: “Oh, my brothers are fine – I
just quit drinking.”

LIGHTBULB
Q) How many LNP’s does it take
to change a lightbulb?
A) Just one, but it will be
outsourced to a mates’
business that they have shares
in and receive kickbacks
from with the invoice to
the Taxpayer at $1.25M,
whilst claiming travel,
accommodation and overnight
allowances
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MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
FORRESTFIELD: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
BIBRA LAKE: 2 Selkis Rd - 9331 9331
MALAGA: 65 Crocker Dr - 9241 7999
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

(08) 6313 3000
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